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SATURATION OF ION-ACOUSTIC TURBULENCE
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In apite of the qualitative

conformity of the distributed quasi-

etationary (in iT- apace) spectra

/i,2/ of the ion-acoustic turbule-

nce (IAT) to the experimental data

the absence of the consistent nonsta-

tionary ZAT theory, generally spea-

king, kept open the question of es-

tablishing such distributed spectra

realization and, consequently, whet-

her such spectra actually conforms

to the experiments. We have investi-

gated the evolution of IAT with con-

siderably exceeded threshold of the

ion-acoustic instability and the

growth rate as a function of the wa-

ve number beoing sufficiently broad

so that the exitation of the long-

wave ion sound become available. It

has beon shown that IAT relaxation

leads to the quasistationary noise

distributions characterized by the

distributed according to wave num-

bers as and angles opectra. This spe-

ctra conforms to the stationary the-

ory /i,2j .

As in fi»2] we took into consi-

deration both the scattering of the

electrons on the IAT and the induced

scattering of the waves by the ions.

Then for V ( б , X , i )- the number

of ion-acouotic quanta is the folio-
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the last terjiMi) models small

terms which are accounted by

the four-waves ргосевез, Н is the

thermal noise, в is the angle bet-

ween К and the force vector F =>

= e£ - o~JPq,a;T which generates

the turbulence. The values S and

So characterize the ion Cherenkov

and collision damping, K̂ j is the

Knudsen turbulent number which is

proportional to F

ned by the usual Knudsen number,

Q(x,y) is the kernel of the nonline-

ar interaction (see f\J ).

Eq.(1) with Z-zr£ , Х=?ече ,

K
g t
 is determi-

= /csc
v/as numerically solved

for the function

which is proportional to the spectral

energy density of the ion sound. It

was used ЙГ (x,y,o)=« d «1O~-
3
+iO~5

f

and the condition К
 +
 » 1,
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corresponding to the considerable
exceeding of the long-wave ion sound
threshold. After a short period of
time f ~ (yK e t ) "

1 - 10 the distribu-
tion W became independent on the
primary thermal noise and the prima-
ry growth rate i.e. on the <X end
Kst parameters. In the large region
of /t -(0,1*5 Ю " 4 ) the results
didn't depend on this value.

In the relaxation turbulence
process the 1ЛТ saturation was obser-
ved. If KJJ <? 1 the saturation time
is of the order of magnitude of
y( S + £ ) "1, where «f = (8Kj3.1T}

• in. (i/K ) was introduced in Д / as
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Fig. 1.

The quasistationary spectra for
K v-70, 5-0.18, <5, =0.5 (points,

<5, -0.1 (crosses, S -0.23) and the
KF spectrum (solid curves). X-i .

a characteristic of the induced sca-
ttering efficiency. When % » 1 thie
time is of the order of (y./iC)""1

Magnitude. In the saturation regime
the oncrcy ioneity of the noise
S /'''Tr correoponds to the interpo-

latire dependencies
if % -tf 1 andá^rova/i^, ifl^»i.
Under saturation regime the spectral
IAT distribution has the maximum for
a long waves у ш «. 1. The energy in

0,3 0,5 0,7 0,9 X

fig. 2.
The curves яг-const for K^ =70,

<5"=0.18, <%=O.5

4 - T - 2 . 5 : 1- 3tT«iO, 2- ar=400,
3- 2iT=1200, 4- JtT=2B0O

B-r-58(the quaslstationary distribu-
tion): 1-2*^-300, 2-г<г-10''1 3 0 0 , 2 г < г 1 0 ,

3- a r - 2 . 8 - Ю 4 , 4-ЙГ-4 1О4
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the ahort-wave region y^, 1 ie small

due to the induced scattering as

well ae to the ion Cherenkov damping.

The ojiorg,y decreasing under у < у
щ

is due to the collision damping of

the ion sound. In the region

1 > y > y the spectrum is close to

the Xadomtsev-Petviashvili (КГ) epe-

ctrum (look Fig. 1).

The curves 2tf =conet is given on

Fig. 2 for the case H ^ » 1. Fig. 2

demonstrates decreasing of wavelength

IAT and also the fact that on the

initial stage of relaxation the tur-

bulent pulsation concentrates along

the force F*" which generates insta-

bility. In the saturation regime the

angle distributions are essentially

different for K^ < 1 and Кц » 1. So

the quasistationary noise distibuti-

on for Kj
}
» 1 has the maximum in the

direction which differs from the di-

rection X=1 corresponding to the

noise maximum for KJT < 1 and coinci-

denoing with the direction of the

vector F . This is in accordance

with the quasistationary theory / i ,

2] . We have discovered that the dis-

placement of the angle maximum of

the quasistationary spectrum increa-

ses with K.. increasing and reaches
f *1

( i f KJJ i s very large) the value / 2 /
0*35°.

Finally it shoued be mentioned

that as the result of that numerical

calculations similarity of K-depen-

dencies of the noise for different

angles in the reqion y> y m has been

obtained.So there is a possibility

of the aproximative represetation of

the numerical solution for the qua-

sistationary spectra os a product of

two functions one of which depends

only on the wave number und another

depends only on the angles. It con-

firms the possibility of using of

the variable separation method In

the analitic quasistationary spect-

ra theory [\ ,2] .
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